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6-8-2020 "Did Dr. Mom MD decide this was a better
lifestyle than Lawyer Mom or CEO Mom, Hell Yes! 

6-8-2020 Dr. Mom MD will invent a 'Spoon Test' that
lights up and talks, live chats. Disney Star Wars
diagnostic tools, a spoon with thousands of transistors
and AI. 

6-8-2020 A. G. Sulzberger with the Power to oppose
putting the futuristic Star Wars "Spoon Test" MD
diagnostic tool on the front page of the NY Times with
specs and links to help get it invented sooner than Star
Wars Star Travel Times by us. A. G. Sulzberger is
Obsessed With Hoarding IP invention projects from the
Times Front Page!! 

Meningococci are bacteria that can cause life-threatening
meningitis and sepsis. 
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Meningococci are bacteria that can cause life-threatening
meningitis and sepsis. These pathogens use a small
protein with a large impact: The RNA-binding protein ProQ
is involved in the activation of more than 250 bacterial
genes. ProQ ensures that meningococci can better repair
their DNA if damaged and it makes them resistant to
oxidative stress. Both these factors contribute
significantly to the bacteria’s pathogenic properties. 

6-8-2020 Looking for new drugs against bacteria. The
scientists have not gotten hold of 4 trillion Rx Recipes
to change a recipe of a current drug that works against
sepsis, Meningococci. “The minimal meningococcal ProQ
protein has an intrinsic capacity for structure-based
global RNA recognition” by Saskia Bauriedl, Milan
Gerovac, Nadja Heidrich, Thorsten Bischler, Lars
Barquist, Jörg Vogel and Christoph Schoen, 4 June 2020,
Nature Communications. Nobel winners paper here;
performance: is there any early signal that distinguishes
eventual Nobel laureates from peers? Their findings
suggested that laureates published twice as many early
papers as peers and had a rate of "hit papers" (top 1% of
10-year citations) more than six times that of others. 4
Trillion Rx Recipes or just the Rx recipes for
meningococcal and sepsis and how the current Rx kill. 
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6-8-2020 Dr. Mom MD will invent a 'Spoon Test' that
lights up and talks, live chats. Disney Star Wars
diagnostic tools, a spoon with thousands of transistors
and AI. 

6-8-2020 "10 Race horses Killed in Fiery Crash on New
Jersey Turnpike" "One of the horses was sired by the
Triple Crown winner American Pharoah and another by the
Belmont Stakes winner Tonalist." By NEIL VIGDOR Ten
People were also killed in Fiery Crash's around the world
in the last 24 hours but our 2 White Men at 1984 keep
these fiery wrecks out of the NY Times and MSNBC, CNN,
CBS news. iPhone 11 Max Dash Cam was not in the trucks.
Ten race horses on their way from Florida to New York
were killed early Sunday morning when the tractor-trailer
they were riding in hit a concrete median on the New
Jersey Turnpike and burst into flames, the authorities
said. The two truck drivers were hospitalized, the
drivers were treated for smoke inhalation and released
from the hospital. 

6-8-2020 "10 Race horses Killed in Fiery Crash on New
Jersey Turnpike" AI in the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's iPhone
11 Max Dash Cam; Sleep-deprived and foggy from a pain
killer, she slept for two hours in her car. Then she
drove herself home. 

6-8-2020 What if there were no iPhone 11 Max Dash Cam in
this horse trailer cab. 
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6-8-2020 "China Hails Its Virus Triumphs, and Glosses
Over Its Mistake building 1 Million New Gas Stations in
2020 instead of building 10 Million Ford WindmillCAR's in
2020." By KEITH BRADSHER Dr. Mom MD in China would be the
President the New Chairman Mao MD. Mistakes of Xi
infected 1 billion with the Texaco Virus, special
Olympics birth defects instead of Dr. Mom MD winning
several Nobels in Medicine for China. Xi is not flirting
with a Nobel in Medicine. China Hails Its Virus Triumphs,
not Nobels in Medicine and 1 Billion iMac's made in China
for Chinese Girl Scouts. No Girl Scout in All of China
has a iMac at $15,384. None! Next China Vowed to Keep
Wildlife Off the Menu, a Tough Promise to Keep when Xi
censors Mad Cow Disease statistic in the USA. 100 in 2020
stats censored by the NY Times in the USA. Deer Hunters
are the most likely to get infected with Mad Cow Disease
eating infected Deer they shot. Dr. Mao MD Mom would take
Deer off the Menu for 1 billion going viral with Mad Cow
disease on Deer Hunters not just Deer and Cattle. 

6-8-2020 "100's Killed in Fiery Crash on New China
Turnpikes!!" Xi Dr. Mao MD Dr. Mom MD in China told Xi
anxiety affects the part of the brain involved in
thinking and planning for the future. It arises when that
part, the prefrontal cortex, doesn’t have enough
information to accurately predict what lies ahead,
causing the brain to spin scenarios of dread. No Matter
Xi gave the orders to build 1 million more Texaco and BP
Oil gas Stations in China in 2020. Xi dangerous
decisions, as he bought 1 million diesel Mercedes too. 

Link to many fiery wrecks on Greg's web here... 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html
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New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon
WindmillCAR's + RV's 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill
Car's Click Here for Greg's Book on Amazon Look Inside at
New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so you
can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you
read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages 

https://www.amazon.fr/dp/1982090936
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Files-2019-Windmill-Cars-ebook/dp/B07MB7ZJCT/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1546439718&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Greg+WindCar+Buell+%28Author%29
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Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here
************** 

https://www.amazon.com/Greg-WindCar-Buell-Books/s?k=Greg+WindCar+Buell&i=stripbooks&rh=n%3A283155&s=date-desc-rank&qid=1579280003&ref=sr_st_date-desc-rank
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Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their
iMac and Mac Book Pro Lab $$$ 

6-8-2020 Brutality of Warts and Mad Cow Disease,
Brutality of Bone Saw Prince Salman with $777 Trillion
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dollars in oil revenues in Swiss Banks. 

6-8-2020 A. G. Sulzberger writing medical breakthroughs
decades in the future, traced back to the Publishers of
the NY Times. Mad Men infected with the Greed Virus from
Oil Men in Saudi Arabia. 

6-8-2020 Brutality of Warts on the Front page of the NY
Times Pictured! “Last week we saw a significant
Catastrophe in Sweden!! There are 1.3 million traffic
deaths in 2020; F-35 Radar on WindmillCAR's there would
be No Traffic Deaths in 2020!! Sweden!! A. G. Sulzberger,
the publisher of the NY Times is a Brutal Owner, Owner of
a Bone Saw Gift from Saudi Arabia Oil Fields, Fiery
Wrecks suppressed from his minds eye! A. G. Sulzberger
writing a article about those who were writing a traffic
ticket on the side of the road when iTickets are the Star
Wars technology in 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. On the front
page of the NY Times, iTickets on iPhone Dash Cams. 

6-8-2020 Key West and Vegas will lie about Hospital
Ships; ‘Cruise Ships on Land’: As Las Vegas Reopens, a
Huge Test for Casinos by those who own Texaco, Exxon
Mobil BP Oil Gas Stations world wide with plans to build
the Casino world wide like the Florida Lottery. Hospital
Ships will never sail into Key West and Vegas long as gas
stations are fueling Vegas with the Greed virus of the
Oil Men in Mecca and Rome. Dr. Pope Francis MD is letting
God does not want the Pope to make all Priests MD's. 

6-8-2020 The Vatican Hotel and Casino, Bellagio Hotel &
Casino; Notre Dame Paris Medical School Skyscraper the
tallest building in Paris and the world. Why bet on this
Notre Dame Cathedrals to win many Nobels in Medicine
rather than Pope Francis Praying for a cure for Warts!
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1,000 people gathered at MGM Resorts International’s
Mirage Hotel & Casino for the Women of Power Summit. Dr.
Mom MD was at the Yale Key West Medical School looking
over the Yale Medical School Hospital Ship Docking in Key
West to save all the alcoholics and Chefs from heart
disease. Vegas as of today 438 people had died from the
Virus! Vegas MGM top brass lost the bet on 2020 Ford
WindmillCAR's. 

6-8-2020 "10 Race horses Killed in Fiery Crash on New
Jersey Turnpike" "One of the horses was sired by the
Triple Crown winner American Pharoah and another by the
Belmont Stakes winner psyched." By NEIL VIGDOR 

6-8-2020 Microbiologist at the University of Liverpool 

6-8-2020 Microbiologist at 1 Click Amazon Prime are
psyched up working on a Noble Prize on Amazon Prime 1
Click. 

6-8-2020 In the winter of 1915, Pvt. Ernest Cable arrived
at the Number 14 Stationary Hospital in Wimereux, France,
in bad shape. The British army’s soldiers stationed on
the Western Front of World War I were being ravaged by a
variety of microscopic enemies. For Private Cable, it was
Shigella flexneri, S. flexneri has evolved over the past
century. It still kills about 164,000 people every year,
most of them children. 
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6-8-2020 Jeff Bezos donated... The N.C.T.C. holds many
bacteria relevant to medical breakthroughs. Alexander
Fleming, who discovered penicillin, deposited 16 strains
into the collection between 1928 and 1948. Fleming
sourced NCTC 4842, the bacterium Haemophilus influenzae,
from his own nose. Betty Hobbs, a noted expert on food
poisoning who identified Clostridium perfringens as the
culprit behind many food-borne illnesses, deposited more
than 20 related strains. 

6-8-2020 Spoon test for spoiled food lights up flashing
and sounds a alarm, tell you to Stop! 

6-8-2020 Spoon test for the Virus is 100 into the future
of Spoon test inventions... 

6-8-2020 -254 C packaging of some foods might help lower
the statistics of food poisoning's. Clostridium
perfringens as the culprit behind many food-borne
illnesses. Spoon test that lights up and sounds a alarm
if it finds any clostridium when you dip a spoon into
your food is a IP invention project on 1 Click Amazon.
Jeff donates all his left over party foods. Salmonella
(from contaminated food lights up the spoon test for
spoiled food. 
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6-8-2020 Spoon test on British men, mandatory at
Airports; One 2018 acquisition was NCTC 14208, a strain
of Neisseria gonorrhoeae swabbed from the throat of a
British man who recently contracted gonorrhea. The
sexually transmitted disease, which infects nearly 80
million people every year, is becoming nearly
untreadable. 

6-8-2020 A. G. Sulzberger writing medical breakthroughs
decades in the future, traced back to the Publishers of
the NY Times. 

6-8-2020 A. G. Sulzberger writing medical breakthroughs
decades in the future, traced back to the Publishers of
the NY Times. Mad Men infected with the Greed Virus from
Oil Men in Saudi Arabia. 

6-8-2020 A Island off Maine, light years from Key West
and the stars in their night sky. Jenny knew everything
about the island and the ocean around it. She hauled
lobster traps with Alfie almost until the day she died, a
month shy of 92. She remembered each sheep, its lineage,
how much wool it made. She gave names to every lamb, and
to each spot on the ocean floor that was good for a
lobster trap. 

6-8-2020 A. G. Sulzberger is Obsessed With Hoarding IP
invention projects from the Times Front Page!! 
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6-8-2020 Nash Island wool. Maine, in a remote area
northeast of Acadia National Park, lies a cluster of
islands — including Little Nash Island, Big Nash Island
and Flat Island — populated only by sheep. Wakeman
family, who live on the Maine mainland, are the year-
round caretakers. Publisher A. G. Sulzberger is the
Caretaker of Earth. Now he spends most of his time as the
caretaker of Saudi Oil and Mecca Riches beyond belief.
Not making Maine richer than Mecca via 2020 Ford
WindmillCAR's. Ending all gas stations in Maine in 2020,
long after their expiration date held up by the NY Times.

6-8-2020 Sulzberger the NY Times butcher; just back from
Mecca not Maine! The sheep chosen for slaughter will be
scooped up, their soft woolen bodies carried from the
driftwood pen, down the rocky beach, to a dinghy. Then,
from the dinghy to the family’s lobster boat, until sheep
are packed from bulkhead to transom, calm and blinking in
the sun. Volunteers will sit on the sides of the boat or
climb onto its top as it motors back to the mainland. A
waiting truck will bring the sheep to the local butcher. 

6-8-2020 Sulzberger the NY Times butcher; just back from
Mecca not Maine! The sheep chosen for slaughter will be
scooped up herded into a trailer like the race horses in
the fiery wreck above. 1.3 million humans known by
Sulzberger will be killed in fiery wrecks in 2020. 
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4 Girls iMac loaded with Nobel winners papers here;
performance: is there any early signal that distinguishes
eventual Nobel laureates from peers? Their findings
suggested that laureates published twice as many early
papers as peers and had a rate of "hit papers" (top 1% of
10-year citations) more than six times that of others. 4
Trillion Rx Recipes 

These Nobel papers top 1% will be loaded on the 4 girls
iMac's! 
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6-7-2020 The Sea’s Weirdest Creatures, Now in
‘Staggering’ Detail Fishing with the Navy in Windmill
Fueled Fishing Fleets, Frozen to -254 C absolute zero
almost and this is the packaging around the fish that was
just invented. Forget freezers this is instant cold
packaging out of Star Wars Disney. 

6-7-2020 Alien Creatures in Space, Soon in Staggering
Live Streaming Video Details - Details on how this will
be invented is on 1 Click Amazon Prime. 
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6-7-2020 Mad Cow Disease in the first Aliens that are
live Streamed on Earth. Alien Doctors are asking for
Earths help as the Space "Dumpster's" are full. This gave
the Nuclear Power and Light Companies the Idea to build
"Space Dumpers" for Nuclear Waste. 

6-7-2020 Nuclear Weapons in a Dumpster after we watch
live streaming of Jewish Aliens at Sirius 

6-7-2020 The Agonizing Question: Is New York City Worth
It Anymore? 

6-7-2020 The Agonizing Question: Is listening for Aliens
ever going to pick up live streaming video of Aliens at
Nearby Stars or in a Distant Galaxy Billions of light
years from Earth. 

6-7-2020 Invention records are secret as to how SETI and
Jodi Foster in 'Contact' failed to hear Aliens 
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6-7-2020 Antibody and Antigen secrets in a Kindle book
with Super Compeer Video simulations. 

6-7-2020 First Inklings of a Invention like Marconi
sending radio waves with human voices from Italy to
England. 

6-7-2020 First Inklings of a invention project today is
on Amazon 1 Click Prime with specs and genius Einstein
and Marconi tutors to help you invent a better 'Space
Dumpster" for Aliens and the Nuclear Power Plants. 

6-7-2020 Can Inventions like Radio and Penicillins go
Viral on 1 Click Amazon Prime spelled out for Aliens and
Cancers, Virus cure's in need of a Miracle Penicillin? 

6-7-2020 Harvesting a crop, of invention projects 1,001
in a University Lecture or Amazon Lecture on 1 Click
Prime 

6-7-2020 Florida Farmers growing crops of Invention
projects tell everyone their secret to a better yield. 
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6-7-2020 Yield in the Invention projects crops are
needed. 

6-7-2020 Making ice cream at home feels like alchemy, a
complex process of mixing and cooling. Ice cream as
medicine for those eating to much cream and half and
half. Yes Detox! 

6-7-2020 Visiting Arabs or Aliens How many Wife's will
the first Aliens we make contact have? 4 

6-7-2020 iMac's with Rx Recipes for Girl Scouts, For
Homeless Girl Scouts, It’s Not All Badges and Cookies" By
SAMUEL G. FREEDMAN iMac's at $15,384 for Girl Scouts!! Rx
Recipes all trade secrets baked by the CIA for Girl
Scouts who will be CIA agents never ever tortured by
Breast Ovary Cancers! 

6-7-2020 Hell House for Jimmy Carter's Habitat for
Humanity as none of Jimmy Carters habitat for Humanity
Houses came with an iMac at $15,384 when Jimmy Carters
inner Circle had enough Billions to build a fleet of Nuke
Subs, 100's and stock them with IBM Super Computers along
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with a few Main Frame Computers. ...none of Jimmy Carters
habitat for Humanity Houses came with an iMac at $15,384.

6-7-2020 Voyeuristic even — all the Wife's and Soul Mate
Space travel and communing with God Sent Miracle
Inventions — so inspiring. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's to
generate 1 Trillion volts and amps accessories, F-35
Radar, iPhone 11 Mac Dash Cams and iTickets. Red Lights!
Distracted Drivers of the Diesel Mercedes! Siren-red
flashing lights sell this stock today. iTickets! Yes the
iPhone 11 Max has a built in Siren and red light LED. 

6-7-2020 “The New Woman’s Survival Catalog” 

6-7-2020 The history of women’s movements, warts and all,
with Women MD PhD's writing the new “The New Woman’s
Survival Catalog” today, with 'Warts' in the Girl Scouts
section so Girls find out without killing them selves
over a few Warts that would have been cured by Penicillin
if there were no Wars on Earth. 

6-7-2020 New York Times review, from Jan. 6, 1974, which
called the book’s “attitude of self-righteous
indignation” counterproductive, conceded: “If the
catalogue bails you out on only one occasion, it will
still have been worth the price.” 
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6-7-2020 Warts Pictured on the front page of the NY Times
in 2020 - New York Times review, from Jan. 6, 1974, if
the NY Times bails you out it will be for being Drunk in
Public as there are no Medical Bail outs in print from
the NY Times, this is why they printed 100,000 names of
the Virus Dead when if they would have printed a review
that said these women left out the warts and all the
terrible diseases there would not be any virus names
100,000 in todays NY Times. Women MD's must bail society
out from the NY Times review of books and survival
Catalogs as Pink Books fill the book store with color and
the 1 million dead pink women's names will be printed on
the front page copied and pasted from the 100,000 names
printed on the front page last week in the NY Times.
Warts and All in the NY Times. Rx Recipes for Girl Scouts
Warts miracle cure. iMac's at $18,384 donated by the
Editors at the NY Times to the 100,000 Girl Scouts in the
USA or just NYC. 

6-7-2020 Reading the NY Times today; Reading “The New
Woman’s Survival Catalog” today, it’s easy to identify
plenty of shortcomings. 

6-7-2020 Reading the NY Times today, it's easy to
identify plenty of shortcomings!! 

6-7-2020 Women's Books written at the Yale Key West
Medical School, Warts and All. "The popularity of their
book’s reissue implies that some of the admiration is
mutual — or, at least, that the history of women’s
movements, warts and all, is vital to our understanding
of the movements of today. As the book’s editor Ms.
Valinsky put it: “There’s something still really powerful
about the on-the-ground coalition building that happened
with this book.” 2020 Women's Books written at the Yale
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Key West Medical School, Warts and All. New York Times
review, from Jan. 6, 1974. 

6-7-2020 NY Times Trying to win a propaganda tug-of-war,
Warts and All without a Rx Recipe Miracle Penicillin on 1
Click Amazon prime with links to specs and genius Rx
Recipe tutors. How do they Make Penicillin today. How
it's Made TV show from the 80's is on Cable Channel 24/7
with no new How it's Made in 2020 TV episodes. Netflix
Trying to win a propaganda tug-of-war, How its Made in
2020. 

6-7-2020 10 Great Movies on HBO Max None will find a cure
for cancer or Virus Plagues! A War Crime by HBO CEO. 

6-7-2020 U.S. Marine Corps Issues Ban on Wars for WHO
gets to sell their Oil and Gas as all oil and gasoline
sales are hold ups from gas stations in Miami, Cuba. No
there are no 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in Cuba or at the
Rabbis home in Key West, not yet they are waiting for the
Marines. 

6-7-2020 Marines are sent in for the Molotov cocktail
attack on a police car, not for the cop in the police
cars on the side of the road in a traffic stop about to
be rear ended, bursting into flames. 


